**GANS PLATE RESTORE**

**SCRATCH REMOVER AND DESENSITIZER FOR METAL OR POLYESTER PLATES**

ITEM NUMBER S-1831

Gans Ink’s strongest plate conditioner, cleaner and scratch remover!

**Gans PLATE RESTORE has concentrated desensitizing power for both metal and polyester plates!**

Gans PLATE RESTORE is an extremely effective cleaner and desensitizer designed to keep ink from returning to unwanted areas of the plate. This product is ideal for removing deep scratches, plate blinding, oxidation, or gum streaks that are problematic on metal printing plates. When Gans PLATE RESTORE is applied to the plate, this product will increase the water receptivity allowing screens, reverses, or halftones to print cleaner and sharper.

For polyester plates use Gans PLATE RESTORE as a plate starter or etch. This product will act as a conditioner keeping the plate background from picking up unwanted ink.

**KEY BENEFITS**

- Designed for metal and polyester plates.
- Removes plate blinding and gum streaks.
- Removes plate toning and restores/prevents oxidation.
- Increases water receptivity on the plate background.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

**NOTE:** NOT INTENDED FOR USE ON UNBAKED, POSITIVE THERMAL CTP PLATES.

**For metal plates:**
For scratch removal or to treat plate sensitivity, remove ink from the affected area. Apply Gans PLATE RESTORE to the scratch or sensitive area. Wash off with water using a damp sponge or wipe and proceed to print.

**For polyester plates:**
For polyester plates, apply Gans PLATE RESTORE using a cotton wipe or damp sponge to the entire plate. Wash off with water using a damp sponge or wipe, and proceed to print.

When applying Gans PLATE RESTORE on the fly, make sure that dampener rollers are on.